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TRX HAMMER BARS
Expand the potential 
of your TRX S-Frame 
to include hammer grip 
pull-ups or any number 
of other hanging, 
functional strength-
building exercises.

TRX DIP BARS
Get the most out of your 
TRX S-Frame with TRX 
Dip Bars and create a 
whole new functional 
training station for 
triceps, chest and 
shoulder exercises.

TRX® S-FRAME  
The TRX S-Frame is a commercial grade steel, elevated 
structure that can support up to 22 TRX Suspension Trainers. 
Ideal for group training, it can also support other hanging 
exercises and equipment including heavy bags, battling 
ropes, and TRX Rip® Trainers. The S-Frame is available in 5 
ft increments going up to 30 ft max, as well as two heights: 
standard 8’3” tall or elevated 9’ tall with monkey bars.

TRX XMOUNT®
A small and sturdy piece of hardware that 
provides an easy anchor for one to two TRX 
Suspension Trainers or Rip Trainers.

TRX MULTIMOUNT
Designed for Suspension Training, this sturdy, industrial-grade steel, wall mounted 
pull-up bar comes in 7 feet increments, enabling you to train more people in less 
space. An ideal destination for pull-ups and hanging exercises. The MultiMount 
can also support heavy bags and overhead storage for exercise balls. 

TRX RIP® GROUP STAND  
The TRX Rip Group Training Station allows you to 
attract and retain members when you offer Rip 
Training group programs in your facility. Made of 
high-grade steel, this collapsible station can also 
accommodate and store up to 10 Rip Trainers, and 
includes a cable  and lock. Wheels allow for easy 
portability inside or out.

CASTORS
Heavy-duty, non-marking 
castors instantly make 
your TRX S-frame more 
portable, allowing you to 
wheel it to any location 
on the fly. 
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COMMERCIAL ANCHORING SOLUTIONS
Maximize your workout facility’s capacity for TRX Training and hybrid functional training workouts with our 
customized anchoring solutions.

TRX MONKEY BARS
Upgrade your TRX S-Frame or TRX MultiMount 
with TRX Monkey Bars, perfect for anchoring 
TRX Suspension Trainers and performing pull-
ups and hanging core exercises.
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